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Symptoms

- Applications cannot be deployed anymore on a staging cluster

- Lot of pods (including “overprovisioner” pods) cannot be scheduled

- Pods crashing (external secret operator down)

- Requests throttling in kubernetes-related components (ArgoCD)
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Declaring an 
incident
Everyone can do it at any time 
from Slack



Declaring an incident

#incident-report slack channel
/incident



Declaring an incident



Declaring an incident

- One slack channel and one Notion page automatically created for the 

incident

- People then join the slack channel/meet

- One incident commander designed

- Coordination (priority: mitigate)

- Handle communication

- Make sure everything is clear for everyone

- Ask questions, ask to reformulate if needed

- Drive and prioritize actions

- Complete the Notion page and is responsible for the follow-up
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Notion page
Centralize information about the 
incident







+ All the information/data that are relevant (link to logs, graphs, screenshots…)
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PDCA
Once the incident is mitigated



PDCA: Plan Do Check Act

- Frame the problem (problem statement)

- Describe what happened (incident timeline usually)

- Find incidents root causes

- Do actions to resolve them

- Should be simple actions (timeboxed)

- Check them

- Act: Apply them to the rest of the systems/company



 New notion page



The most difficult part of the PDCA ?





Conclusion

- Clear procedures for incidents management

- Easy to use tooling

- Slack

- Notion templates

- Continuous improvements

- Problem => PDCA (repeat)

- “Deep” issues => Kaizen, A3

- Doing good PDCA (right root causes, counter measures) requires training !
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Thank you !

contact@mcorbin.fr
Questions ?

https://qonto.com/en/careers
Jobs

https://medium.com/qonto-way/tagged/tech
Our blog


